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Powder Coating Guns are offered in a variety of price points from
hobbyist up to high end Industrial solutions like Wagner Powder Coating
units.  There are significant differences in the prices of these units and
performance.  This article will cover why prices in Powder Coating Guns
and Powder Coating Units vary so much.

Why Powder Coating Units Vary in Price Factor 1 – The
Powder Coating Gun

The first factor that differs between hobbyist and high end powder guns
is the powder coating gun itself.  High end powder coating guns will be
rebuildable. This allows you to continue with the same powder coating
gun for years to come.  Additionally, a high-end powder coating gun will
offer adjustable powder patterns.  This can be helpful if you have a
variety of product shapes or need to reduce the fan down at times to
overcome challenges with corners or small areas.  Additionally, high end
powder units will offer tribo or corona style powder coating guns and
can even allow control of the electrostatic settings on the powder gun. 
Tribo guns offer better powder application with products that are
difficult due to corners and similar challenges compared to Corona
powder coating guns.  You can learn more about tribo vs corona style
powder coating guns here.

Why Powder Coating Units Vary in Price Factor 2 – The
Powder Unit Controller

A second major factor why powder coating units vary in price a lot is the
controller for the powder coating unit.  When it comes to how much

Why Powder Coating Guns &
Powder Coating Units Vary so
Much in Price
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wrapping your powder will achieve one of the biggest factors is the
kilovolts of power that your powder coating gun provides.  High
Kilovolts are what allow for powder to attract better to a grounded part. 
Hobbyist powder coating equipment often has limits of 25 KV or so,
industrial powder coating equipment is often rated for up to 100 KV. 
The extra kilovolts allows for greater wrap and allows for effective
recoating of a previously powder coated part and can help reduce
powder waste when powder coating.  Additionally higher end industrial
powder equipment will allow you to significantly reduce kilovolts and
microamps.  Kilovolts are important to control the wrap of powder and
microamps help with issues related to grounding. High end industrial
powder units will allow for control of both Kilovolts and microamps ,
controlling microamps & kilovolts can allow you to powder coat difficult
to reach areas like corners more effectively.  Specifically limiting the
microamps will cause kilovolts to drop when the microamp limit is
reached which can help reduce issues with corner areas.  Finally
industrial powder units will offer options to program settings into the
unit to accommodate your challenges whether its overcoming issues
due to far a day cage or issues with recoating a powder coated part.

Why Powder Coating Units Vary in Price Factor 3 – How the
Powder is Fluidized & Control over How Much Powder You
Apply

 

A third factor that influences the cost of high priced and low priced
powder equipment is how the powder coating is delivered to the
powder coating gun.  High end powder units fluidize powder through
one of two primary ways.  One is what is called a vibratory box where
the powder is vibrated causing it to suspend and is then conveyed to
the powder gun through a siphon tube.  The second is a fluidized bed
where air actually suspends the powder into a mixture.  Box Feed units
are well suited for smaller batches or more frequent color changes
while fluidized bed units provide better quality finishes. You can learn
more about each type of unit here.  High end units will allow control of
how much powder is delivered and the amount of fluidization of the
powder, these settings allow you to achieve greater control over the
powder finish and amount of powder you use.  Lower end powder units
will not allow for control of the volume or fluidization of powder.

http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/2016/12/24/powder-coating-feeding-systems-box-vs-hopper-feed-systems/


 

Ultimately it can be an investment buying an industrial powder unit that
can cost $4000 dollars or more compared to an inexpensive hobbyist
powder coating gun. However inexpensive powder units will also lack
the varying options in settings, kilovolts they can supply, and powder
delivery control.  Not being able to manipulate these settings on your
powder coating unit can limit your ability to deal with difficulties like
corners or with recoating a powder coated part and similar issues.
Industrial powder coating units will allow you to overcome these issues.



Whether you’re a hobbyist or a production facility considering powder
coating it can often be a confusing process getting familiar with it. 
Terms like parts washers, electrostatic powder coat guns, and spray to
waste or powder recovery can be a lot to consider and learn.  This guide
will serve as a comprehensive resource on what powder coating is,
what is required to powder coat, how powder coating is done and
additional information

What Powder Coating Is

Powder coating is a process that applies a dry powder to a products
surface.  The powder is applied to the products surface by electrically
charging the powder and grounding the intended product.  The charged
powder will by nature be attracted to a grounded product, in this case
the product surface, and as a result will create a bond between the
powder and the product surface.  The electric bond holds the powder to
the products surface until the powder can be cured which will cause
the powder coat to flow out into a smooth finish.  Powder coating has a
variety of pros and cons which you can review here to better
understand if powder coating makes sense for your product or project
needs.

What Is Required for Powder Coating

To begin powder coating you need a powder coating gun, an oven that
will provide sufficient heat for your part, a place to apply powder safely,
and when applicable a way to properly prepare your part for powder. 
There is a great range of equipment that can be used for powder
coating.  Will cover the key equipment you need and typical differences
in quality levels.

Everything You wanted to Know
About Powder Coating
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Powder Coating Application Equipment

With higher quality powder application equipment, you get equipment
that is rebuildable, will offer programmable options to help with issues
like far-a-day-cage effects, and will typically provide a better powder fan
which can result in an improved finish appearance.  Industrial grade
units like a Wagner Powder Coat Unit will also offer a variety of powder
feed options like box or fluidized bed units which are also suited for
higher volumes of powder unlike smaller cup fed powder coating units.  
The powder coating controller will allow for adjustment of the KV or
micro amps to resolve issues with far-a-day cage or to allow for
multiple coats to be applied to a product if needed.   Powder coating
Guns are commonly offered in tribo or corona design with each carrying
specific benefits and drawbacks.  For a great overview of Corona or
Tribo design powder guns you can review our guide here.

Powder Coat Curing Ovens

There are two primary ways that powder coating can be cured one
being via an infrared oven and the other being with a batch convection
oven.  The differences between the two are the speed at which they
cure, the way they cure, and energy they use.  For additional information
on convection vs infrared ovens you can read our guide here.  Industrial
quality batch ovens whether they are infrared or convection ovens
provide use for many years, consistency in the heat or energy wave that
is produced by the oven, and consistency in the cure that is achieved. 
Additionally they are typically safer in design.  

Powder Coating Booth

For safety consideration NFPA 33 Section 15 section 6 recommends one
of two options for applying powder coating.  One is a powder booth and
the other is an enclosed room that meets specific requirements you can
review those requirements through NFPA 33’s website though a booth
will be the easiest way to ensure you have properly met all safety
requirements.  A powder booth can also be fitted with a powder
recovery cartridge that allows for you to recover powder media cleanly
and effectively or for high production needs you can integrate quick
color change out powder modules that allow for switching of colors
quickly (this is typically for conveyor lines with very high production
needs).

http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/product-category/wagner-powder-coating-equipment/wagner-manual-powder-coating-systems/
http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/2016/12/16/selecting-powder-coating-gun-tribo-vs-corona-style/
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Surface Preparation

Preparing for powder coating can have a variety of requirements
depending on your powder coating application.  If the part you will be
powder coating was pre painted or has rust you will typically sandblast
the surface to remove all previous applied coatings or any rust that has
formed.

Surface Cleaning and Treatment

 If your working with original metal without any contaminant or if you
cleaned a surface with sandblasting you will have to remove oils and
similar contaminant prior to applying your powder.  A variety of options
are available to clean off oils and grease prior to adding the powder
including solvent wiping, pressure washing, dipping or automatic
washing of the surface.  Of these options automatic washing is usually
well suited for high production.  Solvent wiping is typically for very small
projects and pressure washing can be an option for smaller projects
while dipping can often meet needs in between. 

 

After removing grease and contaminant from the surface a final stage
that is often done prior to applying powder involves etching,
phosphating, or a more modern option called Zirconium Non-Phosphate
pretreatment.

Etching uses a chemical that cuts the surface with an acid which allows
for improved adhesion of powder which is particularly helpful with metal
surfaces that are slippery.

Phosphating washes the surface to create a better surface for adhesion
and also helps improve the corrosion resistance of the surface. It is one
of the original ways of treating a surface prior to powder coating.
The zirconium process involves a balance of etching and protection.

 

What To Remember

The preparation of the surface will depend on the goal of your powder



coat.  Etching improves powder adherence so for indoor equipment that
may be bumped frequently an etch can make sense as it will help the
powder remain on the surface longer.  For an outdoor product like a rim
you may need to blend both adherence and protection ( an acid etch
and phosphate process together).  For something that will rarely be
interfered with just a basic powder applied to the surface and cured
can meet your need. If you have additional questions about powder
coating or powder coating systems you can contact us today.

http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/contact-us/


As a manufacturer keeping the cost of production down is a key priority.
if your painting process involves powder coating there are a lot of ways
you can help reduce the cost of your powder coating process in your
manufacturing.  This article will discuss a variety of ways of how you can
reduce powder coating costs. 

Variable one-the powder coating you are using

The first factor that you may consider help reduce the cost powder
coating process is the quality and type of powder coating that you are
using.  Powder coatings come in a variety of different types with a
variety of different characteristics. One characteristic that can help
reduce your powder coating costs is the price of powder compared to
its theoretical coverage rate.  The theoretical coverage rate is an
estimate of how much area a given quantity of powder (usually listed in
pounds) will be able to cover a surface at a give mil thickness. 
Depending on who the manufacturer of your powder coating is, this rate
may be different between different manufacturers.  By being able to
compare the price of your powder versus the amount of coverage you
can achieve out of it  you may be able to find powder options that will
help reduce your powder coating cost.  If this is a potential option, you
want to ensure that other characteristics of the powder coating match
the original powder you used

Variable two - the powder coating application equipment

In general there are two common types of powder coating on. One is
called a tribo d design and the other is called a corona style powder
coating gun.  The tribo style gun has less issues with far a day cage
effect, which is where due to electrostatic spray principals, the charge
applied to the coating can create problems applying powder in

How to Reduce Powder Coating
Costs A Complete Guide



recessed corners and similar situations.  If you have a product that has
a lot of crevices, recessed areas, or similar design challenges, a tribo
style powder coating gun can often prevent you from using extra
powder to make up for issues with consistency of powder application. 
If you want you can also learn more about the differences between tribo
and corona style powder coating guns here.

A second aspect of your powder coating equipment you should
consider is the type of prep/feed system you will use for your powder
coating gun.  The two primary types of powder coating feed systems are
the box feed and fluidized bed systems.  .  A box feed system allows
powder coating to be fed directly out of a box of powder (with a
common box being a 5 lb box).  A fluidized bed system requires powder
coating to be placed in a stainless steel drum.  A box feed system will
allow powder coating to be supplied directly out of a box.  This can help
if you have frequent color changes or work in small quantities of powder
at a given time.  However a fluidized bed system is required if you want
to recover your powder coating, which recovering powder coating can
help significantly reduce the powder you waste.  A fluidized bed system,
especially with the ability to recover your powder coating, will often be a
higher initial investment but if you have a higher volume of powder
coating work recovering powder coating is one of the best ways to
reduce your powder coating costs. . 

Variable three – Powder Coating Environment Factors

Since powder coating relies on an electrostatic charge to cause the
powder to initially stick to a products surface, transfer efficiency can be
significantly impacted by environmental factors.  In particular, the
product you are painting should be grounded well.  If the product is on
a conveyor line the conveyor should be routinely inspected to ensure a
good earth ground is being maintained.  If powder coating has built up
on the ground contact, the ground is not properly established, or
something is interfering with the ground the transfer efficiency of your
powder equipment could be negatively impacted. Other environmental
factors include humidity which can also negatively impact electrostatic
spray efficiency.

Variable four – Powder Curing Options

A final aspect to consider is the curing method you use with your

https://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/2016/12/16/selecting-powder-coating-gun-tribo-vs-corona-style/


powder coating.  Two common curing methods for powder coating
include infrared and convection batch ovens.  Infrared ovens often have
lower operating costs but a higher initial investment.  A batch oven is
often lower initial cost but higher operating costs.  There are a variety of
other factors to consider about these ovens as well which you can learn
the differences between infrared and convection ovens here.

Ultimately powder coating is a critical cost in your production as a
manufacturer.  By evaluating pertinent ways you  can reduce your
powder coating costs you can ensure you maintain a low cost of
finishing your products.  If you want further guidance on the options
mentioned or whether one would work for you contact us today. 

https://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/2016/04/12/infrared-vs-convection-paint-curing/
http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/contact-us


When you are considering a powder coating equipment solution one of
the key components is how the powder coating is delivered to the
powder coating gun.  The method of delivery impacts the portability of
the powder coating equipment along with the finish that the powder
coating gun delivers. Will cover the two main ways to deliver powder
coating and the benefits and drawbacks of each in this article.

Powder Coating Delivery Method 1  - Vibratory Box (Box
Feed Powder Coating Systems)

Box feed powder coating systems fluidize powder by a shaking motion. 
This shaking motion causes the powder coating to become suspended
in air which is then supplied to the powder coating gun and applied
appropriately.  The major benefit to a box

Powder Coating Feeding Systems –
Box Vs Hopper Feed Systems



feed powder coating system is its convenience.  The powder coating
can be fed directly from a box eliminating the need to transfer powder. 
Additionally, it allows for easy changing of powder coating colors.  It is
often the ideal option when you need to change powder coating colors
frequently and allows for flexibility.  The only slight drawback to box
feed powder coating equipment is that it may not supply powder to the
powder coating gun as fluidized.  This can result in a slight reduction in
the finish quality. It can also lead to the need to occasionally clean out
the powder coating gun as the powder coating may become clotted
requiring proper cleaning.

Powder Coating Delivery Method 2 – Fluidized Bed Hopper
Feed Systems

http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/csm_00050215_0_e3f97d0c9d.jpg


The fluidized hopper feed system of powder coating delivery has a thin
membrane at the base of a steel drum.  This membrane is supplied air
which causes the powder coating to be suspended (this is a simple
explanation but is pretty close to the actual technology being used). 
The powder coating is then supplied to the powder coating gun.  When
you look inside a hopper fed powder coating solution you will usually
see the powder coating floating freely and it will appear almost like a
fluid.  It is this fine fluidized appearance that is the biggest benefit to
the fluidized bed powder coating system.  The powder suspension will
often allow for a finer finish than a comparable vibratory box feed
system.  However it doesn’t allow for simple changing out of the box of
powder making it less effective for rapid powder coating color changes. 
It is also a bit heavier as a set up compared to a vibratory box system
due to the extra weight of the steel drum that is included with a
fluidized bed powder feed system. Additionally you would need multiple
hoppers if you want to accommodate multiple colors with the same
system. Due to the better preparation of the powder prior to being
supplied to the gun it will also reduce issues with plugging that
sometimes can occur.

When a Vibratory Box Fed Powder Coating System is Right

Powder coating where color change is needed – this is often the case

http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/csm_00050250_0_2d9446e513.jpg


for a powder coating job shop where multiple colors will be used in a
given day; the vibratory box will allow ease changing of colors and
powders
You work with standard powders – Vibratory boxes work perfectly if
your powder is all uniform in particle size
Smaller powder coating runs – If your only doing a box of powder
occasionally a box fed powder coating system is perfect for your
needs

When a Hopper Feed Powder Coating System is right

When you are working with powder that has special characteristics
like metallic particles of different density than other parts of the
powder coating
Limited color uses – if you are using only a few colors the hopper fed
system can often provide a fine finish at a better overall price
Recovering powder coating – If you are reclaiming powder coating
you will need a hopper fed powder coating system to allow for proper
blending of the virgin powder coating with the used powder coating

Ultimately the decision between fluidized bed  hoppers and box fed
powder coating systems is critical to ensure you have a system that will
perform well for your powder coating needs.  You can check out our
powder coating equipment options here or let us know if you have
questions.

https://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/product-category/wagner-powder-coating-equipment/


If you are just getting into powder coating products one of the key initial
equipment investments you will make is the powder coating gun. 
Additional common equipment, which we will cover in future posts,
include a powder booth, and any powder coating recovery equipment (if
you plan on doing higher volume of powder coating).  This article will
cover the two most common types of powder coating guns and the
benefits as well as draw backs of each.

Corona Style Powder Coating

Corona style powder coating guns charge the powder coating as the
powder leaves the nozzle and passes through an electric field that is
created by an electrode that’s part of a corona powder coating gun. 
The charge (which is usually negative) is attracted to a grounded
product which allows the powder to attach to the products surface.

The Major Benefits of Corona Style Powder Coating

With a corona style powder coating gun there are not parts that are
exposed to the powder other than the powder nozzle.  Without having
any parts exposed to wear, the corona powder gun will hold up longer. 
A Corona style powder gun is also compatible with the widest variety of
powders including effect powder coatings.

The Major Limitations of Corona Powder Coating Guns

The major limitation to a Corona Powder Coating Gun is that it can have
problems with the far a day cage effect.  What this means practically is
that a Corona Powder coating gun will not always work well on product
surfaces that have a lot of recessed corners and similar challenges. 
While there are ways to help reduce these issues like using a high

Selecting a Powder Coating Gun
(Tribo vs Corona Style)



quality powder coating that retains the electrostatic charge from the
powder gun well, often times if you are not getting the coverage you
want with a corona style powder coating gun you can consider a tribo
style.

Tribo Style Powder Coating Guns

Tribo powder coating guns are less frequently used in comparison to
Corona Style.  This is due to a variety of factors.  A tribo powder coating
gun is different than a corona powder coating gun because a charge is
created when it rubs against an insulator or conductor within the
powder coating gun.  Most commonly the charge is a positive charge as
the component in the tribo gun usually removes electrons which are
quickly discharged through the gun.

The major benefits of Tribo Powder Coating Guns

A tribo powder coating gun charges powder by stripping electrons
creating a positively charged powder.  With a tribo style gun there is no
actual electrostatic field which reduces the issues with far a day cage
effect.  This allows a tribo powder coating gun to coat in thinner coats
and in recessed areas with greater ease than a corona powder coating
gun. If your target has a lot of recessed areas, fins, or similar strucutres
the tribo powder coating gun can be the perfect solution for your
powder needs. Additionally tribo powder coating guns can apply thicker
powder coats, they also tend to provide a smoother finish especially
with thicker coats.  Tribo guns effectiveness at applying thicker coats is
due to not passing the powder through a charged field which provides
unique characteristics that allow for better application of thicker mil
builds.

The major disadvantages of Tribo Powder Coating Guns

There are a few disadvantages to a tribo powder coating gun.  First
because powder moves over the charging conductor or insulator these
components can wear resulting in greater frequency of equipment
breakdown.  Additionally the tribo style powder gun will not powder
coat as quickly as a corona style powder gun. The slower production of
a tribo powder gun is because the powder must be able to remain in the
gun for a sufficient length of time to allow for electron exchange to
occur which with higher powder volumes (higher production rates) the



powder would move to rapidly through the gun and not provide
sufficient time for the electron exchange to occur.  This lower powder
output can also mean that  more tribo powder coating guns would be
needed compared to corona style powder guns in a powder line to coat
the same volume or products due to tribo guns lower output.   Finally
since tribo powder coating guns rely on transferring of electronics they
have more limitations to the types of powder coating they can
effectively apply.

 

 

Summarizing

If you powder coat intricate parts with a lot of corners, recessed
areas, or similar situations tribo may be right for your application
(assuming your powder will work with a tribo gun)
If you need a smooth finish and thicker mil builds of powder coating a
tribo powder coating gun could be the best solution for you
For the majority of powder applications and for higher production
corona powder coating guns will be the more usual choice



A lot of times customers will be evaluating whether they should be
powder or liquid coating for their particular project’s needs. Both
powder and liquid coating have positives and negatives about them.
One of the most frequent reasons the customers consider powder
coating over liquid coating is the durability that it provides.

Is Powder Coating More Durable Than Paint

The short answer the question is that yes powder coating is more
durable than liquid coating. The reason powder coating is more durable,
is due to two primary facts. First, powder coating applied in a very thick
film which provides significant protection against oxidation and
damage. Second powder coating is applied at high temperatures which
can create a harder cure in the coating helping to add additional
protection.  However, even though powder coating is more durable
there are drawbacks to its use which must be properly evaluated to
determine if it is right for your product finish needs.

What are the drawbacks of powder coating?

Powder coating is applied in thick mil builds – the thick mil builds that
powder coating is applied in can mean a finish that may not have
quite the fine appearance of a liquid coating finish
Powder coating requires a higher initial expense-to be able to
effectively powder coat you need more equipment than you do when
liquid coating. Equipment that you need includes a batch oven for
curing the product, a powder coating booth (recovery or non
recovery), and a powder coating application gun. Comparatively,
liquid coating requires a spray gun and spray booth which are
typically much more affordable then the powder coating equipment
mentioned above.

Is Powder Coating More Durable
Than Paint - A Guide



Powder coating does not allow for easy touchup work-since powder
is applied electrostatically and when cured often forms a thick
smooth surface, it cannot be easily touched up if the surface is
damaged. It is possible to re powder coat the product or touch up
with liquid paint but not with the same results that you can achieve
touching up a liquid paint finish.
Not suitable for all substrates-to be able to use the powder coating,
your product must be able to tolerate a relatively high temperature of
at least 250° as most powder coatings are cured at 250 degrees or
higher.

 

What are the benefits of powder coating?

Durability of finish-without a doubt powder coating is significantly
superior at resisting the effects of weather as well abrasion.
Potentially lower coating costs - depending on the style of powder
coating booth you choose and the number of colors you use in
production, you can reuse powder and therefore not waste hardly
any powder. Unlike liquid coating, which in the best cases you still
waste approximately 10% of your paint. Additionally, powder as a
product is often cheaper than liquid paints.
Pollutes less – since powder. Is not expelled through an exhaust duct,
it creates very little VOCs. This can be important especially in higher
production facilities that would potentially need to use water bourn
coatings or invest in equipment to help keep VOC’s to an acceptable
level.

Common powder coating applications

patio furniture
construction equipment
appliances
motorcycle and automobile parts
Gym equipment

Conclusion

To sum it all up, powder coating does provide a more durable finish than
liquid coating. However, it is not easy to spot repair damage that may

http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/2016/05/24/powder-coating-over-an-existing-coating/
http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/2016/06/07/paint-over-powder-coating-a-guide/


occur to the finish, the initial expense of starting up a powder coating
process is often higher, and there can be substrate limitations.  If
durability, lower variable cost, and environmental emissions are key
focus areas and your substrate is well suited for powder coating it
might be the perfect solution or your coating needs.  Have additional
questions contact us for a free consultation.

 



Powder coating as a finish has a lot of benefits and drawbacks which
you can learn more about here.  It is often chosen for its durable finish,
its environmental friendliness, and lower variable cost in comparison to
liquid coating.  Despite its greater durability, even powder coating is
susceptible to experiencing abrasions and damage over time.  When
scratches or abrasions occur the underlying material can be at
increased risk for oxidation.  Whether to prevent oxidation of a
substrate or to restore cosmetic appearance of your product both are

good reasons to apply liquid paint over a powder coated surface. TheThe

short answer to if you can paint over powder coating is yes you canshort answer to if you can paint over powder coating is yes you can

however you have to do so while paying attention to a fewhowever you have to do so while paying attention to a few

considerations.considerations.  In this article will cover what you need to consider
when applying liquid paint over powder coating.

Challenges to Applying liquid paint over Powder Coating

1. AdhesionAdhesion – Adhesion refers to the ability of a coating to bind to a
particular surface. The challenge with adhesion when painting over
powder coating is that powder coating can often create a very flat,
smooth surface.  This can create challenges when trying to have a
liquid coating properly bind to the underlying substrate.

2. Matching Coating PerformanceMatching Coating Performance – Powder coating is highly resistant
to scratching, wear, and weather. When trying to paint over an
existing powder coating you often want to have a liquid coating that
will have similar performance characteristics of the powder coating
though you will usually not be able to achieve the exact performance
of the original powder coat.

How to overcome The Challenges of Applying Liquid Paint
over Powder Coating

How to Paint Over Powder Coating
- A Guide



1. Prepare the surface appropriately to overcome adhesionPrepare the surface appropriately to overcome adhesion

challengeschallenges – Since Powder coating usually forms a smooth surface
after applied, you have to roughen the surface to create a surface
profile so that your coating can create a bond. You can create a bond
by sanding the bare area as well as the edges of the bare area where
there is still powder coating in place.  Typically, you should use a
fairly light grade sandpaper.  After properly sanding the area to be
painted you will want to wipe the area with an appropriate solvent
cleaner.  If there is a larger area that you will repaint like a
construction vehicle you may want to sandblast the damaged area as
it will be a faster process.

2. Choose a Correct Coating or coating systemChoose a Correct Coating or coating system – To maximize the life
of your repair work you will want to select a coating system that will
provide performance characteristics that will be similar to the
performance of the original powder coating. The ideal coating
system will depend on the environment your product will function in
and the primary concerns of your product whether it be appearance
or performance.  Ultimately you will want to consult with a coatings
representative to ensure the coating will endure like your original
powder coating.

3. Apply the coatingApply the coating – There are a variety of methods to apply a coating
and the right one for your product will depend on the amount of
painting you will need to perform as well as the finish you want to
achieve. To get a good overview of different ways of applying
coatings you can read about different application methods here or
give us a call and will help determine what might be right for you.

Important considerations of painting over an existing
powder coating

1. The degree to which the powder coating is intactThe degree to which the powder coating is intact – If the underlying
powder coating is missing in multiple locations and significantly
more is missing than is in place you will typically be better off
removing all the coating on the product and starting new this will
most often require sandblasting to remove the existing coating.

2. The degree of substrate oxidationThe degree of substrate oxidation – If the substrate has significant
rust you will most likely want to sandblast the surface rather than
sand it as you will need to remove a significant amount of the surface
to provide a rust free substrate for application of the new liquid

http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/category/spray-equipment/
http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/contact-us/


coating. Failure to adequately prep the surface can result in poor
coating performance or even failure of the new coating.

Conclusion

Painting over an existing powder coating is possible and can be helpful
when you need to repair a powder coated surface.  It is important to
consider the extent of damage to the underlying powder coating, the
right paint to use to paint over the powder coating, and properly
preparing the surface for the liquid coating.  By considering all these
variables, you can ensure that you will be able to repair your powder
coated product with a liquid coating that will be able to perform well.



The very short answer is that yes you can often times apply powder
coating over an existing paint.  However, prior to doing so there are a
lot of important factors to consider.  In this article we will cover why you
may want to powder coat without removing an existing coating, what
you need to consider before powder coating over an existing coating,
and how you can powder coat over the existing coating.

Why You Want to Powder Coat over an Existing Coating

One of the greatest benefits to powder coating is its durability as a
finish which is one reason why you may want to powder coat over an
existing coating.  A second reason you may want to not remove the
existing coating is that you want to achieve a durable finish with as little
added cost as possible.  Both of these reasons are good reasons to
consider powder coating over an existing coating.  However, before
choosing powder coating you have to consider the benefits to powder
coating, the drawbacks to powder coating, and the potential drawbacks
of powder coating without removing the existing coating.  To better
understand the benefits and drawbacks to powder coating as a process
you can read this guide here.

What you Need to Consider before Powder Coating Over an
Existing Coating

To be able to apply a powder coating over an existing coating theTo be able to apply a powder coating over an existing coating the

underlying coating has to be able to tolerate high temperaturesunderlying coating has to be able to tolerate high temperatures –
Typically powder coatings are cured at 250- 400 degrees Fahrenheit
and so the underlying coating and part itself must be able to tolerate
a high temperature so that the powder can be cured

You are looking to completely recoat the productYou are looking to completely recoat the product – Due to the way

A Guide to Powder Coating Over an
Existing Coating

http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/2016/01/11/the-pros-and-cons-of-powder-coating/


powder coating works you are not really able to touch up spots on
the product but rather will need to recoat the entire product to use
powder coating as a method

You are ok with a thick film buildYou are ok with a thick film build – Powder coating will typically
have a minimum of a 2 mil build but for performance it is more
common to have a 6 – 10 mil build on the products surface

There is no surface rust breaking through the underlying coating There is no surface rust breaking through the underlying coating –
Similar to liquid coatings, powder coating should be applied to a rust
free substrate.

The paint finish is in good shape The paint finish is in good shape – The paint applied to the product
needs to be free from bare spots in the surface and exhibit good
adhesion if the paint is chipping or bare spots are prevalent you
should not powder coat over the coating.

The underlying coating is not excessively thick The underlying coating is not excessively thick – If the existing
coating is more than 3 – 4 mils thick you may have trouble getting the
product to be grounded to effectively use a powder coating gun
because it relies on electrostatic principals to apply powder to the
product’s surface, you may have to create a bare metal point on the
part to be able to ground the part.

You May Not Get the Same Durability of Finish Compared toYou May Not Get the Same Durability of Finish Compared to

Stripping or sandblasting the Product Stripping or sandblasting the Product -Much like applying a liquid
coating the quality of your surface preparation will determine to a
large degree the adhesion of your coating which also determines the
durability of the coating. If you do not remove all the coating and
create a surface profile on the product but rather create a profile
over the existing coating your powder coat may not last as long as
you will be more dependent on the bond formed between the original
coating and the product surface.

A powder Manufacturer may not guarantee adhesion specs – A powder Manufacturer may not guarantee adhesion specs – If you
coat over an existing coating the powder coating manufacturer may
not stand behind the performance of their powder, this will be
something to check with the powder manufacturer prior to coating
over an existing coating.

 

How you Can Powder Coat over an Existing Coating

Step 1 – The first step to powder coat over an existing coating is to
visually check the coating to make sure the underlying coating does not



have bare patches, issues with significant peeling off, or rust break
through

Step 2- If these issues are not present you should roughen the surface
through sanding.  If they are present you will need to prep the surface
by stripping the old coating.

Step 3 – Clean the product surface – As with any coating application you
should clean the surface with an appropriate cleaner to ensure there is
no dirt or other surface contaminants present prior to applying the new
powder coating.

Step 4- Select the proper settings with your powder coating equipment
– To apply powder over an existing paint you will often have to adjust
the setting on the powder coating equipment (commonly using a lower
KV setting than the typical KV setting used on a new product surface). 
Often times the powder gun will have a rework settings selector or if not
KV settings between 20 – 50 KV’s should be used. Additionally, you may
have to increase the amount of powder you are using because you need
to ensure the surface is thoroughly covered with powder coating so that
you do not get a poor appearing finish.

Step 5 – Cure the powder using the manufacturers recommended cure
schedule

 

Conclusion

While it is possible to powder coat over an existing coating for best
results it is usually better to strip any existing coating off the product
surface prior to applying an additional coating.  If you are frequently
recoating products and want to evaluate issues with your painting
process contact us today for a free evaluation.

 

 

 



Why Customers want to Powder Coat in a Liquid Paint
Booth

Occasionally customers want to know whether you can do powder
coating in a liquid paint booth.  There are two common reasons
customers ask about this being possible.  First is that the customer has
a liquid paint booth but is starting to have needs for powder coating.
 The second situation is when they are considering a new paint process
and looking to save money by keeping equipment investment costs to

the minimum needed to effectively meet their paint process needs.  TheThe

short answer is that you can powder coat in a liquid paint booth,short answer is that you can powder coat in a liquid paint booth,

however there are a few variables to consider before powder coatinghowever there are a few variables to consider before powder coating

in a liquid paint booth.in a liquid paint booth.

Things to Consider about Powder Coating in a Liquid Paint
Paint Booth

Booth Cleanliness Challenges

Powder coating is a messy process due to the coating being in
powder form - If you require a clean paint booth so that your liquid
finishing can have a high quality finish or you need a clean booth
environment due to your coating application specification you may
not want to use your liquid paint booth for powder coating.

You Need a Way to Cure the Powder Coating

Powder coating is initially applied using a powder coating outfit that
uses differences in electric charges to have the coating adhere to the
products surface.  After the powder is loosely bound to the surface

Can you Powder Coat in a Liquid
Paint Booth



the product must be cured in elevated temperature to cause the

powder to flow into a uniform finish.  Powder curing typicallyPowder curing typically

requires higher temperatures than most paint booths can provide.requires higher temperatures than most paint booths can provide.

  Powder coatings typically require atleast 200 degrees but usuallyPowder coatings typically require atleast 200 degrees but usually

even higher temperatures to cure.  A typical cure temperature thateven higher temperatures to cure.  A typical cure temperature that

a paint booth will use is a maximum of 160 degrees.  So while youa paint booth will use is a maximum of 160 degrees.  So while you

can apply powder in a liquid paint booth you will typically need acan apply powder in a liquid paint booth you will typically need a

batch or infrared oven to cure the powder coating, batch or infrared oven to cure the powder coating, the benefits ofthe benefits of

each type of oven are discussed in this article.each type of oven are discussed in this article.

You will not Be Able to Recover Your Powder Coating while

If you plan on higher production in your powder coating operation
you will often times want to recover your powder coating, as the
ability to recover powder coatings is one of the greatest benefits of
powder coating compared to liquid coating which you can read more
about Powder Coatings Pros and Cons here.
If you convert your liquid paint booth to a powder coating booth you
will spray the powder into a modified filter rack which will collect the
excess powder and depending on the modification made may allow

for air to be recirculated into your shop.  To allow for air to beTo allow for air to be

recirculated a permanent change to your paint booth would berecirculated a permanent change to your paint booth would be

required with appropriates changes to the booth including  airrequired with appropriates changes to the booth including  air

flow changes and other factors which you should consult with aflow changes and other factors which you should consult with a

paint booth providerpaint booth provider like us or Global Finishing Solutions to
determine if it is feasible.  When you are finished powder coating the
powder left over will be wasted.

You will  reduce your overall production ability

Changing between powder and liquid finishing will require changing
out equipment and properly cleaning equipment for storage.
Additionally since powder coating uses electrostatic application
equipment you will have additional steps that are needed to prep the
booth to coat your product.

If you  use liquid as well as Powder Coatings in the Same
Booth You will Use Filters Rapidly

If you combine liquid and powder coating in the same paint booth

http://www.pittsburghsprayequip.com/2016/04/12/infrared-vs-convection-paint-curing/
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and using filters to collect over spray the powder and liquid
combining together will often result in the filters having a shorter

useful life which will cause increased coating costs as well asincreased coating costs as well as

reduced production due to needing frequent filter changes.reduced production due to needing frequent filter changes.

How You Can Powder Coat in a Spray Booth

If after considering all the potential concerns about converting a liquid
paint booth to accommodate powder coating, you will need to consider
the following to be able to convert your paint booth to a powder coating
capable paint booth.

Paint Booth Filtration Modifications - You will most likely need to
change to a multi stage paint booth filter so that the powder coating
can be effectively captured prior to going out of the paint booth's
exhaust stack.

Conclusion

By considering all the variables that relate to implementing powder
coating in a liquid finish booth you can decide if the benefits outweigh
the drawbacks.  In general it is not recommended to powder and liquid
coat in the same booth unless for small quantities.  However, if you have
questions about implementing powder coating in your production
process or implementing powder coating in a liquid paint booth contact
us today. 
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What is Powder Coating

To better understand the benefits and drawbacks of powder coating it
is important to start with what it is.  Powder coating uses coatings that
are in a powder form and an electric charge to cause the powder to
adhere to a surface.  The coating is then baked at high temperatures
which causes the powder to flow together, resulting in a coating that is
durable and withstands the elements well.  Powder coating is like any
paint application process, it has its pros and cons.  We will discuss the
benefits and drawbacks of powder coating further in this article.

The Pros of Powder Coating

 The pros of powder coating include that it has greater durabilityThe pros of powder coating include that it has greater durability

than most liquid applied coatings, is friendlier for the environment, inthan most liquid applied coatings, is friendlier for the environment, in

the long run can be more cost efficient, and is generally lessthe long run can be more cost efficient, and is generally less

flammable than an equivalent solvent based liquid coating.  It’sflammable than an equivalent solvent based liquid coating.  It’s

environmental friendliness and long term cost advantage comesenvironmental friendliness and long term cost advantage comes

from the fact that powder that does not adhere to a target isfrom the fact that powder that does not adhere to a target is

collected, meaning limited to no waste of coating.  Additionallycollected, meaning limited to no waste of coating.  Additionally

because the powder stays in the booth little to no VOCs are releasedbecause the powder stays in the booth little to no VOCs are released

into the atmosphere in comparison to solvent based spray coatings.into the atmosphere in comparison to solvent based spray coatings.

 Powder coating is also  one of the most durable coating types, able Powder coating is also  one of the most durable coating types, able

to stand up to harsh elements as well as being relatively scratchto stand up to harsh elements as well as being relatively scratch

resistant.resistant.

The Cons of Powder Coating

Despite all these positives there are some downsides to powder

coating.  These downsides include color change difficulties,These downsides include color change difficulties,

The Pros and Cons of Powder
Coating



difficulties applying a thin amount of coating, start up costs,difficulties applying a thin amount of coating, start up costs,

difficulty touching up missed areas, the part has to be able to bedifficulty touching up missed areas, the part has to be able to be

grounded, and finish appearancegrounded, and finish appearance.  With powder coating each non
adhered powder particle must be collected and can make color
changes difficult as the collection area for the powder that does not
adhere must be emptied each time a color is changed.  Thin film builds
(less than 6 mils) are hard to achieve with powder coating.  This is due
to the powder coating process and cannot be changed ; essentially you
have less fine control over the amount and speed which powder is

applied to the target..  If you need a coating build of less than 6 mils,f you need a coating build of less than 6 mils,

 powder coating is not the right fit for your painting process powder coating is not the right fit for your painting process.  Along
the same lines, due to heavier film builds and the way powder coating is
done, the finish quality is usually less fine than a sprayed coating.
 Powder coating requires the coating to be baked which allows the
coating to flow together to form the surface finish.  Due to the coating
flowing together you have less control over the way the material
smooths out.  In liquid coating work you can control your atomization
level which allows for the finish to be finer as you apply increased air.  
Due to powder coating not allowing for small film builds, touching up a
part is generally not possible as well.  With powder coating you will
typically need to remove all of the original coating to achieve a quality
finish, with liquid coating you can sand and prepare a portion of a
product and achieve a blended finish that will be hard to tell apart from
the rest of the product.  Powder coating is applied electrostatically and
therefore your target part must be able to be painted electrostatically.
 Finally you have start up costs.  With liquid coatings you only need a
basic spray gun and a booth to be able to safely coat any product you
want.  However with powder coating, a powder coating oven, powder
coating spray gun and a powder coating booth are required which can
be a higher initial purchase.  The expense of the powder oven often can
be limiting as well to the size of item you can coat.  Liquid coating can
be applied in the open (this is not recommended but is possible) powder
coating requires a booth and oven to be able to apply a coating to a
part.  Which means you will have to purchase an oven large enough to
handle your product if you plan to powder coat.

If you're considering powder coating vs liquid spray
consider the following as a decision tree.



Do I need a thin coating layer (<6 mil coating) - you need liquid based
coatings

Do I need a “class a” think car quality finish - usually you would use a
liquid coating to achieve a car finish

Do I have limited start up capital- you may want to consider liquid
coatings for your finish

Do I routinely have large parts - you may want to consider liquid spray
if the item is so big that the oven would be extraordinarily expensive

Do I have a single color I use and want durability - go for powder
coating

Do I need to watch the environment and have few color changes - go
for powder coating

I can afford a large upfront cost and want to save in the long run - go
for powder coating as long as your product can be painted
electrostatically because powder coating requires electrostatic
application



Need More Help
Contact Us

If you need additional help with
Questions or Equipment You Can
Sign up for a Free Consultation.

BOOK A CONSULTATION
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